SANTA ROSA SWIM DAY  JUNE 11
INTRO TO STAND-UP PADDLEBOARDING  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 9

NORTH CREST TRAIL HIKE  JUNE 13
TOUGH DAY HIKE PLACITAS TO CREST  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 9

OURAY OUTDOOR EXTRAVAGANZA  JUNE 19-22
COLORADO CAMPING - SEVERAL DAY HIKES - TOWN EXPLORATION  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 16

PECOS OVERNIGHT ODYSSEY  JULY 11-12
CAMPING GETAWAY 2 HIKES  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 9

INTRO TO DISC GOLF  3 SESSIONS: JULY 14, 21, 28

CHAMA THROWDOWN  JULY 17-19
MULTI-SPORT ADVENTURE: GRAVEL RIDE, HIKING & WHITewater RAFTING  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 14

SANTA ROSA SWIM DAY 2  JULY 23
INTRO TO STAND-UP PADDLEBOARDING  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 21

SOUTH CREST TRAIL HIKE  JULY 25
TOUGH DAY HIKE TIJERAS TO CREST  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 21

FORAGING SERIES: MUSHROOMS  AUGUST 1
SAN PEDRO FOREST HIKE  PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 28

ICE CAVES/METEOR MEGATRIP  AUGUST 12-13
EL MALPAIS CAMPGROUNDS  BANDERA VOLCANO  METER SHOWER  PRE-TRIP MEETING AUGUST 11

NAMBE FALLS HIKE  AUGUST 15
PRE-TRIP MEETING: AUGUST 11

WHITETWATER RAFTING  AUGUST 22
FULL DAY LOWER RACE COURSE  PRE-TRIP MEETING: AUGUST 20

LEAVE NO TRACE: TRAINER COURSE  AUGUST 29-30
DOC LONG PICNIC AREA
JUNE 11 - SANTA ROSA SWIM DAY - ENJOY SWIMMING AT BEAUTIFUL SANTA ROSA PARK LAKE AND BLUE HOLE! THIS AQUATIC ADVENTURE ALSO INCLUDES AN INTRODUCTORY STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING COURSE! ENJOY WATER SLIDES, SWIMMING AND THE AMIZING LAKE VIEW! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS, AND PARK ENTRANCE FEES. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 9 $34.00 UMN STUDENTS - $40.00 ALL OTHERS

JUNE 13 - NORTH CREST TRAIL HIKE - START ON A SCENIC DAY Hike STARTING IN PLACITAS AND ENDING AT THE CREST PARKING LOT. WELL COVERED IN MILES AND 400FT OF ELEVATION GAIN. COST INCLUDES: GUIDES AND TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS. PART 1 OF OUR SANDIA CREST SERIES. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 9 $26.00 UMN STUDENTS - $35.00 ALL OTHERS

JUNE 19-22 - OURAY OUTDOOR EXTRAVAGANZA - SPEND A LONG WEEKEND ENJOYING ALL THAT OURAY, CO HAS TO OFFER! EXPERIENCE CAMPING, SEVERAL DAY WALKS AND IN-TOWN EXPLORATION! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, CAMPING FEES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS AND 7 MEALS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JUNE 16 $270.00 UMN STUDENTS - $265.00 ALL OTHERS

JULY 11-12 - PECOS OVERNIGHT ODYSSEY - ESCAPE THE CITY AND COWE CAMPING AND HIKING, HIGH UP IN THE BEAUTIFUL PECOS WILDERNESS! WELL COVER LOTS OF SCENIC MILES AND ELEVATION GAIN. COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS, FEES, AND 3 MEALS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 9 $428.00 UMN STUDENTS - $425.00 ALL OTHERS

JULY 14, 21, 28 - 8PM-8PM: INTRO TO DISC GOLF - ENJOY 3 SESSIONS AND LEARN THE BASICS TO THE EXCITING SPORT OF DISC GOLF! WELL COVERED IN MILES AND 200FT OF ELEVATION GAIN! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES AND TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 21 $15.00 UMN STUDENTS - $20.00 ALL OTHERS

JULY 17-19 - CHAMA THROWDOWN - DURING THIS MULTI-SPORT ADVENTURE YOU’LL BREATHE THROUGH THE VALLEYS CALDERA NATIONAL PRESERVE ON A GRAY-WATER RAIPTING, ON KOROPUE TRAIGHTING ADVENTURES ON THE CHAMA RIVER, AND ENJOY A BEAUTIFUL DAY OF HIKING IN THE SANDIA PEAKS WILDERNESS. COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS, EQUIPMENT, RAFTING & CAMPING FEES, AND 5 MEALS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 14 $310.00 UMN STUDENTS - $310.00 ALL OTHERS

JULY 23 - SANTA ROSA SWIM DAY 2 - ENJOY SWIMMING AT BEAUTIFUL SANTA ROSA PARK LAKE AND BLUE HOLE! THIS AQUATIC ADVENTURE ALSO INCLUDES AN INTRODUCTORY STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING COURSE! ENJOY WATER SLIDES, SWIMMING AND THE AMIZING LAKE VIEW! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS, AND PARK ENTRANCE FEES. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 21 $34.00 UMN STUDENTS - $40.00 ALL OTHERS

JULY 25 - SOUTH CREST TRAIL HIKE - JOURNEY THROUGH THE SANDIA MOUNTAINS, STARTING IN TUBERAS AND ENDING AT THE CREST PARKING LOT! COVERED IN MILES AND OVER 700FT OF ELEVATION GAIN! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES AND TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS. PART 2 OF OUR SANDIA CREST SERIES. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 21 $26.00 UMN STUDENTS - $35.00 ALL OTHERS

AUGUST 1 - FORAGING SERIES: MUSHROOMS - HIKE THROUGH THE BEAUTIFUL SANDIA PEAKS FOREST AS WE SEARCH FOR SOME OF THE DELICIOUS MUSHROOMS FOUND IN NEW MEXICO, INCLUDING BOLETES AND CHAMPIRPIESE COST INCLUDES: GUIDES AND TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: JULY 28 $46.00 UMN STUDENTS - $50.00 ALL OTHERS

AUGUST 12-13 - ICE CAVES/EL MALPAIS/METEOR MEGATRIP - JOIN US FOR A CAMPING OVERNIGHT THAT INCLUDES A VISIT TO THE BANDERA VOLCANO AND ICE CAVES, CAMPING IN EL MALPAIS NATIONAL MONUMENT, AND A BEAUTIFUL OBSERVATION OF ONE OF THE BEST METEOR SHOWERS OF THE YEAR, THE PERSEIDS! COST INCLUDES: GUIDES, ENTRANCE AND CAMPING FEES, AND 2 MEALS. PRE-TRIP MEETING: AUGUST 12 $95.00 UMN STUDENTS - $100.00 ALL OTHERS

AUGUST 15 - NAMBE FALLS HIKE - JOIN US FOR A FULL DAY OF WHITETAHER RAFTING ON THE LOWER RAFTING COURSE WITH KOROPUE TRAIGHTING ADVENTURES. COST INCLUDES GUIDES, RAFTING FEES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS AND LUNCH! PRE-TRIP MEETING: AUGUST 12 $36.00 UMN STUDENTS - $40.00 ALL OTHERS

AUGUST 22 - WHITETAHER RAFTING - JOIN US FOR A FULL DAY OF WHITETAHER RAFTING ON THE LOWER RAFTING COURSE WITH KOROPUE TRAIGHTING ADVENTURES. COST INCLUDES GUIDES, RAFTING FEES, TRANSPORTATION FROM UMN CAMPUS AND LUNCH! PRE-TRIP MEETING: AUGUST 12 $175.00 UMN STUDENTS - $185.00 ALL OTHERS

AUGUST 29-30 - LEAVE NO TRACE TRAINER COURSE - PARTICIPANTS IN THE TWO-DAY TRAINER COURSE WILL LEARN LEAVE NO TRACES SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES AS WELL AS TECHNIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE SHARING OF LOW IMPACT PRACTICES. RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT THIS COURSE SIGNIFICANT IMPROVES PARTICIPANT KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF HOW LEAVE NO TRACE PROTECTS THE OUTDOOR PLACES WE LOVE. COST INCLUDES: INSTRUCTORS AND COURSE MATERIAL FEES. $50.00 UMN STUDENTS - $60.00 ALL OTHERS

REGISTER FOR THESE GETAWAY ADVENTURES AT UMN RECREATIONAL SERVICES ROOM 1102 JOHNSON CENTER, OR REGISTER ONLINE AT RECSERVICES.UNM.EDU. CALL 277-0178 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SPACE IS LIMITED SO SIGN-UP EARLY!

UNM TUTION REMISSION PERSONAL ENRICHMENT BENEFITS AVAILABLE FOR FULL TIME UNM FACULTY AND STAFF.

T HE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO Recreational Services
1102 Johnson Center, UNM, 505.277.0178
receservices.unm.edu
Division of Student Affairs
Some programs & services paid for by UNM Student Fees.